**Join us in supporting vital projects and creating a one-of-a-kind work of art!**

**The Mural Wall**

At the Waterford Community Center

Introducing The Mural Wall

Through the generosity of many donors, a large mural of individually designed and hand-sculpted tiles, will be installed in the foyer of the Waterford Community Center.

When you donate a tile you not only join a network of community members dedicated to creating a work of art, you also improve the quality of life for residents. Your donation will help to construct Phase II of the Recreation and Parks' Playground by the Duck Pond or support the Senior Services Endowment Fund, which will provide critical services and necessities.

We invite you to share your memories, photos, and resources to create a tile mural that will tell the story of Waterford from its earliest days as “Westfarms” to the present. When you sponsor a tile you keep Waterford's history alive for future generations.

Meet our Artists

Internationally acclaimed artist, Marion Grebow, assisted by Maria Willison, design and create sculpted ceramic tiles for murals for community centers, libraries, and non-profit organizations to inspire financial support. With skillful creativity and careful attention to detail, they capture the beauty of towns through their citizens, history, and unique sites.

Maria Willison started her career after earning a Bachelor of Arts from Covenant College with an emphasis in classical figurative sculpture in clay. She participated in the Head Start Modeling Competition hosted by The National Sculpture Society in New York City and has shown her work in various other exhibits, winning multiple awards. Maria is based in Chattanooga, Tennessee. She continues to teach workshops, make molds and casts for artists around town, and create her own concept work along with these donor recognition tiles.

All donations are completely tax deductible according to IRS regulations.

The Mural Wall at the Waterford Community Center was created by Marion Grebow, assisted by Maria Willison. 2017 All rights reserved.
Donate a Tile
Tell the Story of Waterford

Share your vision of Waterford.
Preserve Waterford’s rich history.
Celebrate an event, individual, or business.

Large Tiles
$1,500-$3,000
Large custom designed tiles range from 6”x12” to 12”x18” and include specific written details such as dates, names, and facts.

Medium Tiles
$500-$1,000
Medium personalized tiles range from 6”x6” to 6”x8” and include names, dates, and a short narrative.

Small Tiles
$75-$250
Small hand painted tiles range from 2”x6” to 4”x6” and feature a shell or boat in addition to an inscription. These tiles are a wonderful way to celebrate the life of a loved one or recognize a notable member of our community with an enduring tribute.

Visit the Community Center to see these and other tiles on display!

We are happy to work with you to select your custom-made tile. Contact us to reserve your spot on the wall!